Up to 1011MB/s
real-world performance1

USB-C cable with
Type A adapter

Pocket-sized for
easy transport

Durable and
crushproof

OWC

ENVOY PRO ELEKTRON

USB-C

Fastest, Toughest Mini-Sized USB-C Bus-Powered SSD in the Universe
The Envoy Pro Elektron may look nice, but it plays rough. The indestructible,
pocket-sized Envoy Pro Elektron puts 1011MB/s of personal and work file
storage and backup in the palm of your hand — pushing USB-C’s bandwidth
to the max so you can edit wherever, whenever on any Mac or PC. Edit large
format video footage in the field. Play your favorite games and music.
Back up that work or classroom project. Whatever your data storage needs,
the Envoy Pro Elektron lets you do it all up to twice as fast as other portable
SSDs… on a reliable solution that’s half the size of your smartphone.
It’s easy to get beguiled by the its sleek, silent, cool running aircraftgrade aluminum housing. But the Envoy Pro Elektron is more than just
a pretty face. It is IP67-rated, so you can work in the dirtiest and wettest
environments. And it’s no problem if you drop this tiny, mighty drive onto
a driveway or parking lot… the crushproof drive can be rolled over multiple
times without damaging your precious data inside.

Key Features
- Powered by OWC Aura SSD: Advanced NVMe
technology delivers up to 2x faster performance than
other portable drives2
- Universally compatible: Plug and play with Thunderbolt
and USB Macs or PCs produced over the last decade,
current models, and well into the future as well as with
devices like the iPad Pro and Chromebooks
- Built like a tank: Crushproof, dustproof and waterproof
rated IP673
- Tiny: Pocket-sized to go anywhere easily
- Bootable: Launch apps and start working in seconds
- Informative: LED for at-a-glance power and
activity status4
- Cool: Heat dissipating aircraft-grade aluminum housing
for silent, throttle-free performance
- Worry-free: 3 Year OWC Limited Warranty

OWC

ENVOY PRO ELEKTRON
TECH SPECS
INCLUDES
- OWC Envoy Pro Elektron
- USB-C cable with tethered Type-A adapter
- Quick start guide
INTERFACE
- USB 3.2 Gen 2 (10Gb/s) Type-C
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
- Operating System
- Mac: macOS 10.12 or later
- PC: Windows 10 or later
- Other: iPadOS 13 or later, Chrome OS, Android 10 or later, Linux
- Hardware
- Any Mac, PC, or tablet, with a USB or Thunderbolt 3 or later port
- Bootable
- Mac: macOS 10.13 or later
- PC: Booting not supported
POWER
- Bus powered via USB
OPERATING ENVIRONMENT
- Non-Operating
- Temperature (°F) -4° to 140°
- Temperature (°C) -20° to 60°
- Relative Humidity 5% to 95% (non-condensing)
- Operating
- Temperature (°F) 41° to 95°
- Temperature (°C) 5° to 35°
- Relative Humidity 8% to 90% (non-condensing)

PART NUMBER

CAPACITY

UPC

AVAILABLE

OWCENVPK.2

240GB

810586035439

now

OWCENVPK.5

480GB

810586035446

now

OWCENVPK01

1TB

810586035453

now

OWCENVPK02

2TB

810586035460

now

WARRANTY
- 3 Year OWC Limited Warranty
DIMENSIONS
- 2.1 in (W) x 0.5 in (H) x 3.0 in (D)
- 5.2 cm (W) x 1.3 cm (H) x 7.6 cm (D)
WEIGHT
- 3.1 oz (89.0 g)
BOX DIMENSIONS
- 3.5 in (W) x 2.0 in (H) x 4.8 in (D)
- 8.8 cm (W) x 5.0 cm (H) x 12.2 cm (D)
BOX WEIGHT
- 8.1 oz (229.0 g)
MASTER CARTON DIMENSIONS – 30 PIECES
- 10.0 in (W) x 11.8 in (H) x 10.8 in (D)
- 25.5 cm (W) x 30.0 cm (H) x 27.3 cm (D)
MASTER CARTON WEIGHT – 30 PIECES
- 22.2 lb (10.1 kg)

OWC.com

1. Sequential read/write (max) performance based on testing an OWC Aura Pro P13 equipped Envoy Pro Elektron connected to an iMac
Pro Late 2017 (iMacPro1,1) with 32GB RAM and 3.2GHz processor running AJA System Test (4K-Full resolution, 64GB file size, 10bit
RGB codec, single file test) and Diglloyd DiskTester (fill-volume test).
2. OWC Aura SSD installed in pre-configured solutions.
3. Waterproof for up to 30 minutes at < 1 meter.
4. LED functionality may vary depending on user installed SSD in 0GB enclosure
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